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Message from the Registrar’s Desk – Things You Should Know
Adam Chrobak, BSC, MLT

As a reminder to our members; CMLTM has moved to exclusive electronic
communications with our registrants. The goal is to reduce printing and
postage costs, and to achieve efficient communication with our membership.
This includes communication such as the newsletter, nominations, elections,
AGM notices, renewal notices, and submission of professional portfolios.
As of October 2016, CMLTM began accepting on-line renewals only.
Renewal notices will only be sent out by email and only on-line renewals
with electronic payments will be accepted. The deadline for 2018 renewals
is November 15, 2017. The 2018 renewal notice will be sent out via email
October 2, 2017. CMLTM will not send or accept any paper copies of the
renewal and CMLTM will only accept electronic forms of payment (either online or in-person).
To ensure you receive all of the important communications from CMLTM,
please make sure to provide us with a current valid email address. Personal
email addresses are preferred. When sending emails to CMLTM; please
remember to use appropriate subject titles and document names as the
CMLTM spam filter may block your email.
The CMLTM has been unofficially notified by Manitoba Health that we will
be asked to commence working on the CMLTM Regulations and make
application submissions for access to reserved acts under the Regulated
Health Professions Act (RHPA). CMLTM had previously organized working
groups with the task of working on the RHPA, but they were disbanded due
to the length Manitoba Health was taking in moving the RHPA forward.

In light of this new request, CMLTM is currently looking for volunteers
for the Regulation Review working group. This group will be tasked with
working with CMLTM staff on the reserved acts applications, code of ethics,
standards of practice and practice directives (specifically discipline specific
practice directives). If you are interested in becoming a volunteer or would
like more information, please contact the CMLTM office.
If you have recently visited the CMLTM website you may have noticed some
changes. The CMLTM website has recently undergone a complete re-design.
CMLTM worked with Visual Lizard on this project and we are very happy with
the results. Feel free to check it out.
The Continuing Competency Program (CCP) audit notice letters for the
last audit of 2017 have been sent out. The CCP audit will be conducted on
September 30, 2017.
For more information on these and any other topics related to your practice,
please visit the CMLTM website at www.cmltm.ca
Submitted by Adam Chrobak, BSC, MLT
Registrar/CEO

Message from the Chair
Brad Collignon, BSc, MLT

The summer months are traditionally a slower time for the CMLTM Office and the Council. However, this year the CMLTM office
has seen a flurry of activity with the signing of the agreement for a new accrediting body for Medical Laboratory Technology/
Science education programs; the development of a jurisprudence educational module on the Regulated Health Professions Act;
and the CMLTM website re-development.
Fall will be busy as always. Over the next few months CMLTM will host the Annual General Meeting and attend the Manitoba
Congress for Medical Laboratory Science in Brandon. The Council will move forward on CMLTM policy review and updates and
participate in a Strategic Planning weekend in addition to two regularly scheduled council meetings.
Enjoy the rest of this great summer.
We hope to see many of you in attendance at our 11th Annual General Meeting on Saturday September 23rd. Information and
details can be found on the new website. If you haven’t RSVP’d yet, please do so by contacting the CMLTM office.
Sincerely,
Brad Collignon, BSc, MLT
CMLTM Council Chair
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Announcement!
The two regulations that are required to bring the registered nursing profession under
The Regulated Health Professions Act (RHPA) have now been enacted.
These are:
I. The College of Registered Nurses of Manitoba General Regulation; and,
II. The Practice of Registered Nursing Regulation.
The new regulations are effective May 31, 2018. Information respecting the regulations
can be found at the following link: http://www.gov.mb.ca/health/rhpa/index.html
The following are the direct links to the CRNM regulations on the Manitoba Laws website:
Practice of Registered Nursing Regulation (Click Here)
College of Registered Nurses of Manitoba General Regulation (Click Here)

Victor Minenko
Director
Health Professions Regulation Initiative
Legislative Unit
Manitoba Health Seniors and Active Living

College of Pharmacists of Manitoba Launches Safety IQ
Adam Chrobak, BSC, MLT

On August 14, 2017 the College of Pharmacists of Manitoba (CPhM)
announced the launch of a new medication incident reporting program
aimed at shared learning on ways to prevent recurring medication errors to
improve patient safety and result in better health outcomes for Manitobans.
The CPhM in partnership with the Institute for Safe Medication Practices
Canada (ISMP Canada) and SafetyNET Rx, has launched a year-long pilot
of a province-wide program where community pharmacists report, review
and share learnings about why medication errors occur and how they can be
prevented.
In Manitoba, existing safeguards already require community pharmacies
to ensure:
- The patient involved in the incident is safe and has any medical
attention they need
- The patient receives the right medication in a timely fashion
- The patient involved has an opportunity to discuss their concerns
- All staff involved are informed including pharmacy managers
- The medication prescriber is informed of the error
-The medication error is investigated to find the root cause and practice
changes are made to prevent a similar error
“The difference between current practices in the province and what Safety IQ
offers, is standardization in reporting and shared learning,” said Dr. Certina
Ho, Lecturer, Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Toronto and
Project Lead at ISMP Canada. “ISMP Canada’s tools empower community
pharmacy professionals to anonymously report medication errors and
near misses and to share what they learn among pharmacy professionals
provincially and nationally.”

The pilot will help community pharmacies build a culture of patient safety
where the focus is on better understanding of why a medication error
occurred and preventing further occurrences.
Volunteer pharmacies reporting during the pilot are collected in a central
database hosted by ISMP Canada. Specialists then analyze the data,
make recommendations for improvement and disseminate this information
nationally. Participating pharmacies will be able to assess and improve their
practices through a standardized incident reporting program, and to learn
from data shared in Manitoba and other provinces participating in the ISMP
Canada Community Pharmacy Incident Reporting (CPhIR) program.
The Safety IQ Pilot will help identify potential gaps in patient safety. In turn,
the ISMP Canada data collection and analysis, will inform standards of
pharmacy practice for the entire province. Research conducted by SafetyNET
Rx found that similar projects in other provinces have demonstrated
increased pharmacy awareness of medication errors and improved
communication and learning to prevent future errors.
For more information visit the CPhM website by clicking here.
Submitted by Adam Chrobak, BSC, MLT
Registrar/CEO
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Canadian Patient Safety week is October 30 – November 3, 2017!
Canadian Patient Safety Week is Canada’s only national campaign to raise
awareness of patient safety and this is an opportunity to highlight and
celebrate the great work being done across the country in patient safety.

The online order form is now open, and your CPSW orders will be taken until
September 15, 2017. You can also download and print many of the resources
from the MIPS website!

This year’s theme is Medication Safety. The Manitoba Institute for Patient
Safety (MIPS) is committed to promoting the safe use of medication, and has
developed various resources to support medication safety.

For more information on how you can make the most out of your CPSW
event, you can find more information at mips.ca!

Coming Soon: Jurisprudence Training on the
Manitoba Regulated Health
Professions Act
Submitted by Tricia VanDenakker MLT, Deputy Registrar

Save the Date!
CMLTM Annual General Meeting
September 23, 2017

Sandman Hotel and Suites, Winnipeg Airport
1750 Sargent Ave, Winnipeg
Registration: 10:30–11:00
Meeting: 11:00–3:00

RSVP to Janelle

Janelle@cmltm.ca, or 204.231.0311

As reported in the last newsletter, CMLTM has been working with several other regulated health
professions to develop an online training module on the Regulated Health Professions Act (also
called RHPA).
The RHPA came into force some time ago, on January 1, 2014. This is when the first two groups
of health professionals, audiologists and speech-language pathologists, became governed by
their College under the Act. All regulated health professionals, including MLTs will eventually
have their current legislation replaced and be brought under the RHPA.
The RHPA brings consistency to the many and various rules and processes that have governed
health professionals in Manitoba over the years via separate pieces of legislation. Under
the RHPA, the mandates, requirements, and obligations for each college, their professional
registrants, and registrants’ employers will be the same across all health care professions. This
uniformity clarifies the role of regulatory bodies for the public and provides an understanding on
the overlapping scopes of practice among many health professions.
The learning module will provide an opportunity for you to learn about the RHPA, your
professional obligations under the RHPA, and how the RHPA supports collaborative practice
among health professionals.
So here is where things are at. Content has been written and agreed upon. The practice
scenarios have been developed. The next step is production of the storyboard and creation of
the interactive powerpoint. The target date for completion of the module is the beginning
of October.
All new registrants will be required to complete the RHPA jurisprudence module to ensure they
are aware of their professional responsibilities as they enter professional practice in Manitoba.
The module will also apply to current registrants in some fashion, either as part of the Continuing
Competency Program or as a requirement of renewal.
Further communication will be sent to all members once the CMLTM Council finalizes their
decisions on roll out to existing members.
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Managing Your Professional Reputation on Social Media
Ashley Rego

Social media networks were once considered a social outlet in our personal
lives, but they have now become a vital part of our professional lives as well.
This shift in use has left us with questions about the fine balance of using
social media to enhance our professional reputation, without hurting it. Social
media expert, Guy Kawasaki says that “every profile is a professional profile”,
meaning that every social media platform you use is a reflection of your
professional self, even if you didn’t intend it to be.
A study conducted by Reppler, a social media monitoring service, found that
91% of employers surveyed screened candidates through social media and
47% of that screening is done when the application comes in. So how do we
make use of social media platforms in a personal way while still remaining
professional?
Below are some general tips to keep in mind when presenting yourself
through social media.
Start with your Profile
Your profile is how people will find and follow you on social media. Creating
an ‘about me’ section that references your profession is a clear indication
that the account is used for professional purposes and tells your followers
the topics you will likely be commenting on. Keywords contained in your
profile will also affect your searchability. On specific networks such as
LinkedIn or Facebook, keyword searches will bring up suggested contacts
and this is a great way to expand your professional network.
The saying “a picture is worth a thousand words” can be directly applied
to your social media profiles. Be sure your picture is saying something
meaningful. A profile photo should be a picture of your face: a clear,
recognizable and flattering photo. Adding in other people (or animals, or
things!), can become confusing or worse, offensive!

Get Personal
Social media is about engaging around topics that interest you and your
followers. It’s important to include some personality in your profiles as long
as the information positively contributes to how people perceive you. Adding
personality can be valuable, however, take into account the tone and the
discussion and respond appropriately. Sometimes meaning or intent can
get lost when typed on a keyboard. Keep in mind, profiles can easily be
searched and viewed by employers or coworkers and is not the place to
discuss sensitive subjects.
Use Privacy Settings
Social media offers so many opportunities to explore, network and
collaborate. However, people often make the mistake of thinking their
accounts are private when they are not. Consider who you want to view
your profile and adjust your privacy settings accordingly. Even with privacy
settings most people can still search and view your profile and photo. They
may not know that you want to use Facebook for personal reasons, but that
won’t stop them from making a judgement based on your profile. Always
consider who could ‘potentially’ see your account, not just who you intend to
see it.
Social media is a powerful networking tool to help you in your professional
goals. By being true to yourself and keeping a positive tone on all your
interactions, you will reap the best rewards. Just remember, the internet
never forgets.
References:
Social Media today.com
How Employers Use Social Media to Screen Applicants
- From Undercover Recruiter
Ashley Rego is the Marketing & Communications Associate at the Canadian
Society for Medical Laboratory Science (CSMLS). This article originally
appeared in the Career Centre on the CSMLS website. It has been
republished here with permission. For more information, visit csmls.org.
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Vitamin D Can Save Human Kind
Submitted by Oleksandra Machynia MLT

Only recently literature sources started emphasizing vitamin D’s crucial role in
maintaining complete body health, not just relegated for bone health as cited
in the past. Vitamin D deficiency is a stepping stone to many diseases of
modern civilization. Without exaggeration, it can be stated that many of the
diseases afflicting people today are connected with low levels of vitamin D.
Vitamin D deficiency is a key factor in the development of a wide spectrum
of modern day diseases: cardiovascular diseases, stroke, chronic infections,
depression, asthma, arthritis, psoriasis, metabolic disorders, obesity,
Alzheimer’s, and autoimmune conditions.

WHO IS AT RISK OF VITAMIN D DEFICIENCY?
Older people, women in menopause, vegetarians, people on low-fat diets,
and those who do not receive an adequate amount of sunlight are all at
higher risks of vitamin D deficiency. Modern day people spend the majority
of their day indoors and rigorously apply sunscreen. Living in large cities can
reduce your vitamin D levels, where air pollution prevents adequate contact
with the sun’s rays.

As humans move away from the equator to inhabit northern latitudes,
hypertension problems increase in the general population; the cause can
be partially blamed on vitamin D deficiency due to a lack of sun exposure.
This is the same reason hypertension problems arise more often in cooler
seasons of the year.
According to the recent statistics, the frequency of cancer is directly related
to the latitude of residence, the intensity of the sunlight exposure, and the
resulting vitamin D deficiency. Cancer has been verified to grow faster in
the winter time. These same geographic distributions in the population have
been shown to affect people with diabetes and multiple sclerosis.
Vitamin D possesses excellent anti-infectious qualities. And indeed, the
“Sunny” vitamin is a universal remedy against bacteria, fungus and virus
infections. Bacteria and viruses will actually block or downregulate vitamin D
cell receptors in order to protect themselves from immune system response.
Japanese schoolchildren supplemented with vitamin D reduced the risk of
influenza A by 42%.
Having become acquainted with such an impressive list of vitamin D
“talents”, the reader may have the question: Why is the deficiency of one
vitamin so important for the treatment of so many diseases?
Vitamin D receptors are present on almost all the cells of the body. Vitamin D
acts as the mediator to more than a thousand chemical reactions of the body,
and often referred to, as a hormone. Without adequate amounts of vitamin D,
your body can not perform all the necessary chemical reactions which over
time can progress into any number of diseases.

Unfortunately, those living north of the 37th parallel do not receive enough
vitamin D from sun exposure. Even prolonged exposure to the sun at these
latitudes does not provide the optimal amount of vitamin D synthesis. People
receiving anti-cholesterol drugs (statins) need to be extra cautious as they
can experience hypovitaminosis of vitamin D as these drugs can deplete the
body of vitamin D stores.
THE SOLUTION
Often, the fear of sunlight exposure is falsely associated with a link of
developing skin cancer. Recent studies have shown that a normal level of
vitamin D in the blood was associated with a greater chance of survival for
skin cancer patients. The benefits of obtaining a sufficient amount of solar
radiation outweigh the possible harm from it.
With modern-day lifestyles, most of us will require an oral supplement of
vitamin D. In order to obtain the medical benefits from vitamin D, it should be
taken simultaneously with vitamin A. A couple good products containing both
vitamins are butter and cod liver oil supplements.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Submitted by Janelle Baril, Administrative Assistant

Did you know that you can change your contact information
on the CMLTM website? Here’s how!
1. Log in to your membership account at https://members.cmltm.ca/IMIS15/
CMLTM/Home/CMLTM/

Employment Information

4. Scroll down to the “Employment History” section.

a.Your username is your five digit CMLTM number.

5. Click the “Add Practice Hours” above the table of your previous years’

b.Your password is your five digit CMLTM number followed by your

employment history.

initials in lowercase. If you have changed your password and do not

a. This will open a pop up window where you will entire the current

recall it, please contact the CMLTM office by phone or by e-mail to

year, the name of your employer, as many practice areas are required

have the password reset.

(maximum of 5), and the total hours you will have worked during the

2. Go to the “My Account” tab.
3. Locate the “My Addresses” section mid-way down the page.
4. To edit this information, click the pencil in the top right of the
“My Addresses” section.
a. This will open a new inset window where you can edit your home/

current year.
i. Example: 2017, DSM – St. Boniface Hospital, Practice Area: General,
2080 hours
b. Click “Save & Close”
c. Repeat if you work at more than one location.

mailing address, your home phone number, and your personal e-mail

6. Scroll down to the “Primary Employment” and “Secondary Employment”

address.

sections.

b. Click “Save & Close”.
c. Updating this information will also change the information in the “My
Details” section of the “My Account” page.

Renewal season is almost upon us! Do you know how to
process your renewal online after you get the
e-mail notification?

1.Log in to your membership account by clicking here.

a. Your username is your five digit CMLTM number.
b. Your password is your five digit CMLTM number followed by your
initials in lowercase. If you have changed your password and do not
recall it, please contact the CMLTM office by phone or by e-mail to

a. Review to confirm that all information is correct. Edit as needed.
7. Click the “Next” button at the bottom right of the page.

Education History & Personal Preference

8. Under “Education History” please review the information to confirm that it
is correct.
a. If the information is incorrect, please contact the CMLTM office to
have it updated.
9. Under “Interest” please select if you are interested in being on a CMLTM
Committee or Working Group, or if you are interested in being on the
CMLTM Council.

10.Click the “Next” button at the bottom right of the page.

have the password reset.
2. If you have moved and need to update your address, you may do so on
the “My Account” tab.
3. Go to the “Renew” tab.
a. Reminder: if you wish to change your registration status (going
to Inactive or upgrading from Inactive to Active), you
must contact the CMLTM office first. You are not able to
perform these actions online.
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Frequently Asked Questions (Continued)
Submitted by Janelle Baril, Administrative Assistant

Required Documents

11. Review that your Adult Abuse Record Check, Child Abuse Record Check,
and Criminal Record Check have been submitted. Take note of the year
they expire. They are required to be updated every five years.
12. Click the “Next” button at the bottom right of the page.
a. This button will be greyed out if any of the documents are missing.

Consent

13. Scroll to the “Applicant’s Information Release” section.
14. Review that the Consent Release Information is checked off. This
information should already be filled out for you.
15. Scroll down to the “Annual Declaration” section.

Renewals

20. Click the “Renew Membership” button to be taken to the billing page.
a. If you have already made a payment, the button will be greyed out and
you will not be able to click it.
21. We will not accept cash or cheque for renewal, but if you would prefer not
to pay online, you may log out and close the browser now. You can pay
via Interac, MasterCard, or Visa in person at the CMLTM office at 245 Lilac
Street in Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Billing Page

22. Scroll down to the “Payment Details” section. Note that this page is secure
and your information will be protected.

a. Read carefully!

a. Select the card type you will be paying with (MasterCard or Visa).

b. Use the drop downs for each question to select a “No” or a “Yes”.

b. Enter the credit card number.

c. Note that if you answer “Yes” to any of the questions, you will be

c. Enter the name on the credit card.

required to provide written details and particulars. This can be written

d. Enter the expiration date of the credit card.

in the additional notes textbox at the bottom of the page or submitted

e. The CSC (3 digit number on the back of the credit card) is not

via e-mail to CMLTM.
16. Once you have completed all the drop downs, type in your name
where prompted.
17. Enter 2018 for the year of declaration. You are declaring this information for
your 2018 renewal.
18. Below the textbox, place a checkmark in the “Click to Proceed” box.

required, but you may enter it if you wish.
f. Choose another address if the credit card is registered to someone
who lives at a different address than you.
23. Select “Submit Order” to complete your payment. You should receive a
confirmation e-mail and transaction receipt that your payment has
been received.

a. You will not be able to select this box if you have not entered your
name or the year of declaration.
19. Click the “Next” button at the bottom right of the page.
a. This button will be greyed out until the “Click to Proceed” box has

And with that step… Congratulations! You have completed your renewal for
the 2018! Please note that it can take a few weeks to receive your certificate to
practice and tax receipt after you have completed your renewal.

been selected.
b. You will not be able to proceed from this page if all the dropdown
boxes have not had an answer selected.
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What are the Key Factors that Promote Effective Teamwork in
Multidisciplinary Healthcare Teams?
Submitted by Laurie Thompson, Executive director, MIPS
A key strategy to support your learning about
patient safety is to reflect on basic concepts
and how you can apply these concepts in your
daily practice. This article is the sixth in a series
highlighting a key patient safety topic.
As noted in article five in this series, teams need
a playbook!
Teams can take many forms in healthcare:
•a
 s a part of a work unit or community team
 uality/process improvement teams
•q
•a
 d hoc teams (e.g., teams charged with
understanding when things could go
wrong in the organization)
• s pecialty care teams (e.g., code teams,
community intravenous program, rapid
response teams)
Effective communication and teamwork
is essential for the delivery of high quality,
safe patient care in all healthcare settings1.
Communication pitfalls are frequently factors
that contribute to patient harm.
Developing effective interprofessional
communication within a team involves2:
•e
 stablishing teamwork communication
principles that foster openness and shared
decision-making
 ctively listening to other team members,
•a
including patients/clients/families
•c
 ommunicating in a way that ensures a
common understanding of healthcare
decisions
•d
 eveloping trusting relationships with
patients/clients/families and other team
members
•  effectively using information and
communication technology
• involving patients and families as partners
in the healthcare team, considering the
impact of their health condition, culture,
and health literacy

Examples of strategies to enhance
interprofessional healthcare team
communication:
•U
 se the tool “SBAR”, which structures
communication using the headings
“Situation-Background-AssessmentRecommendation”. This tool helps
standardize communication between
members of the healthcare team
•S
 tandardize the use of safety huddles and
safety briefings as part of the healthcare
delivery process to promote open
communication
 evelop a consistent program of
•D
education to support development of
core team and interpersonal skills. Two
examples are:
o Crew Resource Management (CRM)
from the aviation industry, which
includes two key communication
components of CRM, improving
collaboration through briefings and
promoting appropriate assertiveness
within teams. After discovering
that two-thirds of air crashes
involve failures in teamwork, the air
transportation industry began focusing
on CRM to standardize training of their
crews to improve team communication.
o TeamSTEPPS, a teamwork system
developed by the U.S. Department
of Defence and the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality. The
Canadian Patient Safety Institute
supports this initiative that “improves
safety and transforms culture in
healthcare through better teamwork,
communication, leadership, situational
awareness, and mutual support.
TeamSTEPPS is an evidencebased teamwork system that
optimizes patient care by improving
communication and teamwork skills
among healthcare professionals,
including frontline staff.3”

Team members demonstrate good
interprofessional communication when they:
•  effectively express their knowledge and
opinions to others involved in care
•  demonstrate confidence and assertiveness
in expressing views respectfully and with
clarity
• employ language understood by all
involved in healthcare and explain
discipline-specific terminology
• explain rationale for opinions
•  evaluate effectiveness of communication
and modify accordingly
• actively listen to the knowledge and
opinions of other team members
• listen to and show genuine interest in the
perspectives and contributions of others
• are observant and respectful of non-verbal
as well as verbal communications
•  confirm that they understand all ideas and
opinions expressed
• use technology and other tools to ensure
others are continuously updated
• are aware of and use information
resources from other professions
• plan and document care on a shared
health record
There are many references and websites
available on patient safety, communication and
interprofessional healthcare teams.
For more information, see www.mips.ca,
Resources and Tips or call 1-866-927-6477.
Article seven in this series will focus on
interpersonal and communication skills required
for effectively working with patients and families.
Patient safety – make it YOUR responsibility!
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Accreditation of Medical Laboratory Sciences (MLT) Education Programs in Canada
Further to the notice from the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) of their
divestment from the accreditation of allied health professions education
programs. The CMLTM , the Canadian Alliance of Medical Laboratory
Professions Regulators (CAMLPR ), and the Canadian Society for Medical
Laboratory Sciences (CSMLS) are pleased to announce that the Allied Health
Program Accreditation Working Group (AHPAWG) has selected Health Standards
Organization (HSO) and its affiliate, Accreditation Canada (AC), to deliver
accreditation services for medical laboratory technology education programs in
Canada following the end of the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) conjoint
accreditation services in February of 2018.
The AHPAWG is pleased that a single provider has been found for the seven
professions represented by the Working Group. The HSO specializes in the
development of best-in-class standards, innovative assessment methodologies,
and practical accreditation services and tools. The HSO is responsible for the
development of standards as well as the design of the fully automated webbased platform for the EQualTM Canada Program. AC plans and provides
accreditation services to Canadian and international clients, helping people
focus on what matters to them in their local context. AC is responsible for
the implementation and operations of the accreditation program. Further
information on HSO and AC can be found at www.healthstandards.org and www.
accreditation.ca.

CAMLPR and CSMLS Members’ Approval of the HSO and AC EQual™
Canada Program
All provincial MLT regulators (CMLTA, SSMLT, CMLTM, CMLTO, OPTMQ,
NLCMLS, NBSMLT, and NSCMLT) have approved the HSO/AC EQual™ Canada
Program as the accreditation services for approving the educational programs in
medical laboratory technology.
The CSMLS Board approved HSO/AC as the accrediting body for medical
laboratory technology education programs at its meeting in May 2017. This
means that graduates of the accredited education programs will continue to have
access to the CSMLS certification exams.
Next Steps
The provincial regulators, who comprise CAMLPR and the CSMLS have signed
Program Client Agreements with HSO. CAMLPR and the CSMLS are committed
to working with HSO/AC and look forward to opportunities to participate in
governance, program review, and quality assurance.
Agreements between HSO/AC and the educational institutions have been sent
to all medical laboratory education programs, along with an information package.
In order to ensure a smooth and timely transition, it is important that the
Agreements be signed promptly.
Transition
HSO/AC is committed to working with CMA, the CSMLS and the provincial
regulators to ensure a smooth transition for the education programs, particularly
those programs scheduled for accreditation visits in the year or two following
February 1, 2018. More information will follow as transition plans are developed.
If you have any questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate
to contact CMLTM.

Background
In January 2016, the Canadian Medical Association (CMA) announced it would be divesting itself of responsibility for the provision of accreditation services to the allied health
sciences education programs on February 1, 2018.
Accreditation is a process that ensures educational training programs across Canada are delivering quality education and producing graduates that meet pre-defined provincial
standards of entry-to-practice competence. A national accreditation process is essential to the certification and registration/licensure of allied health professionals in Canada.
National certification organizations, such as the CSMLS rely on the accreditation status to provide graduates of accredited programs access to their certification examinations.
The provincial regulatory bodies rely on the accreditation process as a standard to approve the educational programs; therefore, enabling graduates to be issued a registration
and/or certificate to practise in the profession. Accreditation serves to protect the public interest by defining standards for educational programs and ensuring compliance
with those standards within Canada. The goal of accreditation is to ensure an educational program complies with established standards set by the respective professions.
Accreditation is a valid assessment of academic quality and clinical integration of students in preparation for competent, safe, and effective entry level practice in the regulated
profession. As an external review process, accreditation provides the benchmark for continuous quality improvement and excellence in education.

1. CAMLPR is composed of the eight provincial regulatory bodies for MLTs in Canada: the College of
Medical Laboratory Technologists of Alberta (CMLTA); the Saskatchewan Society of Medical Laboratory
Technologists; the College of Medical Laboratory Technologists of Manitoba (CMLTM); the Newfoundland
& Labrador College of Medical Laboratory Sciences (NLCMLS); the College of Medical Laboratory
Technologists of Ontario (CMLTO); Ordre professionnel des technologistes médicaux du Québec (OPTMQ);
the New Brunswick Society of Medical Laboratory Technologists (NBSMLT); and the Nova Scotia College of
Medical Laboratory Technologists (NSCMLT).

2. The AHPAWG is composed of the following 11 organizations: Alliance of Medical Radiation Technologists
Regulators of Canada; Canadian Alliance of Medical Laboratory Professionals Regulators (CAMLPR);
Canadian Organization of Paramedic Regulators; Canadian Association of Medical Radiation Technologists;
Canadian Orthoptic Society; Canadian Society for Medical Laboratory Science (CSMLS); Canadian Society
of Cardiology Technologists; Canadian Society of Clinical Perfusion; Paramedic Association of Canada;
Sonography Canada; Canadian Association of Allied Health Professions (Deans of Health Science).
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What CMLTM Means to Me
Danielle McAllister, MLT

The 2017 CMLTM New Grad Award
The CMLTM Council is proud to announce that the recipient of the 2017
CMLTM New Grad Award is Danielle McAllister. Danielle was presented the
award by Tricia VanDenakker (Deputy Registrar) at the Red River College
MLT class of 2017 graduation dinner. Congratulations Danielle! The CMLTM
Council would like to welcome you to the profession and wish you all the
best in your career. The following is the essay Danielle submitted with her
application for the award.

As a second year student in the Medical Laboratory Sciences (MLS) Program,
I have been granted a student license by the CMLTM in order to complete
my clinical practicum. This experience has allowed me to put the skills that I
have learned to practice and has been an integral part of my education. By
granting student licenses, the CMLTM protects patients as they regulate who
can complete their clinical practicum and, consequently, the MLS Program.
In addition, all students who possess this license are expected to abide by
the Code of Professional Conduct set out by the CMLTM. This codes states
that MLTs must only practice within their scope of competence. Therefore,
since students are not yet considered competent, we cannot process any
patient sample without the supervision of a competent MLT. I believe that this
not only protects the patient but all protects me as a student. I have been
able to obtain valuable hands-on learning experiences while all results are
verified by a mentor before they are reported. Overall, the training that I have
received will be essential in my transition to becoming a competent MLT.
In order to hold a full professional license from the CMLTM, MLTs must
obtain certification from the Canadian Society for Medical Laboratory
Science and abide by a Code of Professional Conduct. These criteria ensure
that all MLTs are knowledgeable, professional, and ethical. This will impact
my professional career in many positive ways. I know that I will be working
with a team of knowledgeable MLTs who possess a genuine commitment
to patient care and values similar to my own. These positive values will
also have an impact on the perception of patients and other health care
professionals. Patients will continue to have confidence and trust in our
abilities as MLTs. Other health care professionals will also continue to view us
as knowledgeable and respectful professionals who play an important role in
patient care. According to the Standards of Practice set out by the CMLTM,
MLTs must also maintain competence throughout their career. I believe this
is extremely important as technology and medicine are constantly evolving. I
look forward to being part of a profession that will continue to challenge my
learning. The technologists that I have met during my clinical practicum have
been both respectful and knowledgeable. I believe this is, in part, a testament
to the high standards that are placed on the profession by the CMLTM. As
an MLT, I will strive to maintain these high standards and continue to grow
professionally.

Medical Laboratory Technologists (MLTs) play a vital role in patient care as
they have the responsibility of ensuring reporting of laboratory results. As a
large number of medical diagnoses come from these results, this enormous
responsibility must only be given to knowledgeable people with strong
ethical values who are willing to put patient safety above all else. The College
of Medical Laboratory Technologists of Manitoba (CMLTM) plays an essential
role in protecting patients by ensuring only people who possess these
qualities can practice as an MLT.

When I think about the importance of the CMLTM, I think about what kind of
people I want analyzing my blood samples and those of my family members.
I want these people to be compassionate and remember that my sample
represents a sick patient and that they have the specialized skills to help
in my recovery. I want them to be respectful of my confidential information
while being conscientious and precise when analyzing my sample to ensure
that the most accurate results are reported. The CMLTM has the critical
responsibility of ensuring that these are the type of people that are behind
the microscope.
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Excerpts from the Medical Laboratory Technologists Act (Manitoba) and Regulations
CMLTM continues to present and explain parts of the Act, Regulations, and By-laws in
preparation for the implementation of the jurisprudence modules. This newsletter will
discuss the College responsibility on the collection of information and each member’s
obligations with regards to reporting information to the College.
The Medical Laboratory Act, the Regulations and the Bylaws specify the College’s
responsibility for collection and reporting of registrant information.
Section 7(2) of the Act dictates the information CMLTM must collect from its registrants
and store on the CMLTM register (database).
The register of medical laboratory technologists must contain:
(a) e
 very medical laboratory technologist’s name, business address and business
telephone number;
(b) the conditions imposed on every certificate of registration;
(c) a notation of every cancellation and suspension of a certificate of registration;
(d) the result of every disciplinary proceeding in which a panel has made a finding
under section 41; and
(e) information that the regulations specify as information to be kept
in the register.
The Act also dictates which information will be available to the public; this is found in
section 7(3). Any information collected beyond section 7(3) is maintained confidentially.
7(3) During normal business hours, a person may obtain the following information
contained in the register of medical laboratory technologists:
(a) the information described in clauses (2)(a) and (b);
(b) t he information described in clause (2)(c) relating to a suspension that is in
effect;
(c) t he results of every disciplinary proceeding completed within six years before
the register was prepared or last updated
(i) in which a medical laboratory technologist’s certificate of registration was
cancelled or suspended or had conditions imposed on it, or
(ii) in which a medical laboratory technologist was required to pay a fine or
attend to be censured;
(d) information designated as public in the regulations.
Section 60.1(1) of the Act stipulates additional information to be collected.
60.1(1) In addition to any other information maintained in administering this Act, the
registrar must collect and record each member’s
(a) date of birth;
(b) sex; and
(c) education or training, as required for registration and renewal of registration.
Sections 3 of the Regulations specifies information that must be collected and
maintained in the register and reads as follows
3(1) For the purpose of clause 7(2)(e) of the Act, the following additional information is
to be kept in the register of medical laboratory technologists for each member:
(a) name of employer and name of employer’s laboratory director;
(b) home address and telephone number;
(c) date of birth;
(d) registration number and date of registration;
(e) an order made by a panel under section 42 of the Act.

Information to be kept in other registers
3(2) The following information is to be kept in the student register and the registers
required by section 2, for each member:
(a) name, and if the member is employed, business address and business
telephone number;
(b) home address and telephone number;
(c) date of birth;
(d) registration number, and the date and type of registration;
(e) the conditions imposed on a certificate of registration;
(f) a notation of a cancellation, suspension or non-renewal of a
certificate of registration;
(g) the result of a disciplinary proceeding in which a panel has  made  a  finding  
under section 41 of the Act;
(h) an order made by a panel under section 42 of the Act.
The Regulations speak public information as;
Public information
3(3) The information referred to in clauses (l)(d) and (e) and subsection (2), other than
clauses (2)(b) and (c), is public information for the purpose of clause 7(3)(d) of the Act.
Now let’s look at your obligations with regards to reporting information to the College.
The CMLTM By-laws Article II sec. VII discusses the obligations of membership
All members shall:
1. N
 otify the Registrar of change in name, mailing address, place of employment
and membership status;
2. P
 ractice Medical Laboratory Technology in accordance with the code of ethics,
Standards and Practice Directives of the College;
3. P
 rovide information respecting his/her suspension/dismissal from their position;
4. A
 nswer all correspondence from the College in which a reply is requested,
within 15 days or the deadline specified in the correspondence, unless an
extension is granted by Council.
5. E
 ach member shall accurately complete and return the required annual renewal
for providing such information as may be requested including:
		 a. information required to be maintained in the register of the College;
		 b. information respecting his or her participation in the continuing competency
program;
		 c. information respecting the nature of the medical laboratory services
provided in Manitoba where the member principally engages in the practice
of Medical Laboratory Technology;
		 d. practice of Medical Laboratory Technology; information that relates to the
professional characteristics and activities of the member that may assist the
College in carrying out its objects; and
		 e. information for the purposes of compiling statistical information to assist the
College in fulfilling its objects;
		 f. information respecting professional liability insurance coverage as required in
the regulations.
To close, CMLTM would like to assure all registrants that it collects information
required by current legislation and government agencies which may include: Personal,
educational, certification and employment information. The type and amount of
information collected is based on the legal obligations outlined in the Act, Regulations,
and By-laws. All information collected by CMLTM is keep confidential and stored
securely.
If you have any questions regarding these sections of the Act, Regulations, or By-laws
feel free to contact the CMLTM office.
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What it Costs to Run a Health Regulatory College
Reprinted with permission from the Manitoba Association of Registered Respiratory Therapists

Intro

Running a health regulatory college is no different than any other not-for-profit organization.
It has a purpose, often a mission, vision and values, requires a location with a mailing
address, that location requires electricity, insurance, office furniture and equipment,
people to staff it, values good management, and so on. That said, there is a complexity
to regulation that is difficult to easily observe unless you actually work in regulation. So,
using the College of Respiratory Therapists of Ontario as a case study, we’ll briefly walk
through some of the key aspects of a health regulatory college – the structure required, the
functions that come with that structure, the costs associated with those functions, and
reflections on how we’ve been able to avoid a fee increase for 22 years. I imagine that it
will lead you other questions but should serve as a primer for anyone interested in learning
what it costs to run a health regulatory college.
The Structure
In Ontario, it’s common knowledge in the regulatory community that it takes a million
dollars to open a regulatory college. The role of each college is defined in the Regulated
Health Professions Act, 1991 and the structure flows from that. That is, we need to
structure the College to carry out those legislated functions. Can it be scaled down to
reduce the cost, you might ask? Not really. You have to think of this from the government’s
perspective. They award the right to self-regulate only sparingly and when they do, they
need to have assurances that the college will function properly – no shortcuts. In essence,
the public has a right to safe, high quality, ethical care and the government has the
responsibility to provide that to them as citizens. If they “delegate” that assurance to a
regulatory body, they need to have complete confidence that the regulator will carry out
its role as prescribed, with the interests of the public at the forefront. If you don’t have the
money to do this properly, you really have no business opening a college – it would be
akin to false advertising for the public and is definitely NOT in the public interest. So….in
Ontario….to do it properly….you need a million bucks.
So how does the structure roll out? Again, in Ontario each college needs to carry out the
following:
•R
 egistration – Involves setting the entry to practice requirements, reviewing
applications, managing registration of members (initial registration, renewals, changes
in status, resignations, etc.).
•Q
 uality Assurance – Establish and maintain a quality assurance program that contains
elements defined in the legislation.
•P
 atient Relations – Carry out a role educating the public and maintaining a therapy
fund for victims of abuse by our members.
• Investigations, Complaints and Reports – Each regulatory body must be able to
receive complaints and reports, investigate them adequately (we use a mix of in house
and external investigators), and either require remediation or, for the more serious
issues, refer to either fitness to Practice (for matters of incapacity, for example) or to
Discipline (for professional misconduct).
•F
 itness To Practice – This process is for individuals suspected of incapacity (eg.
Substance abuse, mental illness, etc.) and proceeds with an assumption of illness,
rather than simply bad behavior. Tends to be very long in process, simply due to the
nature of the topic, the sensitivity of the matter and the need for both privacy and a
negotiated arrangement (wherever possible) with the member.
•D
 iscipline – Conducted like a court proceeding, a discipline hearing can range from a
single day (in the case of an agreed statement of facts and penalty) to several weeks
(in the case of a contested hearing) and is open to the public.

Each of the above statutory functions is generally guided by a committee constituted by
Council members and supplemented by additional elected committee members. There is
also a staff member who provides direct support to each committee and carries out the
work of each function day-to-day, sometimes covering more than one portfolio to balance
out the workload.
So, those are the statutory functions.
Not All the Same
Each College must carry out the same statutory functions but the relative weight of various
functions depends somewhat on the nature of the profession itself. Investigations are a
great example of this. Simply being a larger profession translates to increased numbers
of complaints and reports, so if you’re Nursing with 150,000 members, you’ll receive
significantly more than we do, with only 3400 members. The nature of the practice also
affects the type and complexity of complaints. That is, if you have a profession that works
mainly in a proprietor-type role involving commerce (opticians or retail pharmacy owners,
for example), you tend to see more business-related complaints. If you touch patients,
you’ll receive more misconduct complaints and sexual abuse cases (i.e. Massage therapy
receives many more sexual abuse complaints than denturists). For professions like ours,
where most of the members work as employees, the employers tend to deal with many of
the more easily remediable issues, resulting in our complaints being more complex than
other colleges may receive. Bottom line is that size of the membership alone is not enough
of a basis to judge whether a fee is adequate or fair. You really need to analyze the work of
the college itself.
Oversight and Accountability
Of course, it doesn’t stop there. Each statutory function has processes associated with
it and processes undergo continuous improvement. We’re constantly updating policies
and procedures, improving the work that we do, and benchmarking against the practices
of other regulators. We have a strategic plan that we need to implement and that typically
involves project work and the use of consultants. We’re accountable to the province
for the work that we do so there are a number of agencies that we need to interface
with and generate reports for, including the Office of the Fairness Commissioner, the
Privacy Commissioner, the regulatory branch of the Ministry of Health and Long Term
Care, joint insurance claim reporting with the Financial Services Commission of Ontario
(FSCO), review by the Health Professions Review and Appeal Board, the Human Rights
Commission of Ontario, and the courts and the media (I often receive inquiries from
mainstream media outlets) in general.
The Money
Here’s essentially what it costs:
We have a single source of revenue - member dues and any associated fees & penalties
(i.e. application fees, late fees, etc.). We have ~3400 members (most in the general class
@$500 annually, some Inactive @$50 annually, some prorated for joining partway through
the year, some resigning partway through and getting a refund)amounting to roughly $1.6
million. We make a tiny bit off investment income but $1.6M is a good number to
illustrate with.
There’s no extra money from government or anyone else – the expectation with selfregulation is that you’re self-funded. We also have not-for-profit tax status so we can’t
engage in any “for profit” activities (for ex, we just launched an app for our members but
we can’t start selling it to other RTs or regulators across the country. That would be a forprofit activity) or keep our reserves too extensive.
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What it Costs to Run a Health Regulatory College (Continued)
Reprinted with permission from the Manitoba Association of Registered Respiratory Therapists
Cost Centre

2016-2017 Budget

% of Budget

Salaries & wages (including benefits,
CPP/EI contributions, Employer Health
tax, Employer RSP contributions)

780,000

49%

Rent & Occupancy (includes equipment
leases, insurance)

166,000

10%

Office services (telephone, internet,
printing, postage, supplies, furniture,
etc.)

47,600

2.9%

Financial charges (incl. credit card
merchant fees, PayPal, bank charges,
audit fees)

45,000

2.8%

Database, Website and online
professional portfolio (incl. software,
hardware, developer costs, hosting,
storage, backup)

131,000

8.2%

Communications (newsletters, social
media, etc.)

11,500

0.7%

Investigations

45,000

2.8%

Legal (general, hearings)

35,000

2.1%

Council & Committee Meetings

85,280

5.3%

Consulting Services

95,000

5.9%

There are a few other general costs:
• We send staff and Council members to regulatory conferences, learning days, workshops,
etc.
• We ran $25,000 in translation costs last year, French language services being a right.
• National Alliance of Respiratory Therapy Regulatory Bodies – in this era of labour mobility,
activity on the national level has become essential. Whether working on issues of labour
mobility, accreditation, credentialing exams, etc., I spend ~10-15% of my time annually
on a national focus.
• We contributed to the development of a new National Competency Framework over the
last 2 years, involving not only development costs but several meetings across Canada
for myself and 1-2 additional staff
• We developed a leading edge competency assessment program for international
applicants that cost us $125,000 over the last 2 years
• Enhancing the quality of our governance is a strategic priority and we have a staff
member with 50% of her role dedicated to this focus
• We have several reserves on the balance sheet:
		
oG
 eneral Contingency Reserve (needs to cover ~6 months of operations) =
$500,000
o Fee Stabilization Reserve (to push a fee increase off a bit) = $150,000
		
o Reserve for Funding of Therapy = $20,000
		
o Reserve for Investigations & Hearings = $150,000
		
oS
 pecial Projects Reserve (for funding additional projects outside of normal
operations) = $400,000
• Note: Most of the above reserves sit in financial investments which are laddered for
liquidity and selected for low risk returns (there not to make money, simply not to lose
money).
How Do We Make It Work With Only a $500 Annual Fee?
A few key factors:
• Staff continuity and commitment – we have experienced and dedicated staff, where
they know the work inside and out and are incredibly efficient. We hire for “fit”, making
collaboration our secret sauce, and I’ve adjusted 25% of our staff in the last 5 years to
make that happen. As chief executive, I actively maintain the organizational culture so
that collaboration allows us to punch above our weight. I estimate that I would have to
hire 1.2-1.5 staff to replace any one of our existing staff. Still, maintaining that culture has
a cost, both in time and resources, and we see that cost as a smart investment.
• Expense management – we’ve got everything running efficiently and have minimized
costs wherever possible. This takes time and has been achieved over years…and there’s
always more to do. Continuous quality improvement is the name of the game.
•E
 xpanding Membership Base – We have consistently registered a net increase of 100120 new members each year. At $500 each, that means our annual revenue has grown
year over year by roughly $50,000, allowing us to outpace inflation. As long as we stay
within our current funding envelope, we can manage inflation and avoid a fee increase. If
you do the math, though, inflation increases every year (as a % of annual expenses) and
sooner or later, inflation will exceed that annual growth. That’ll mean a fee increase will
be inevitable, plain and simple.
•T
 ime and Patience - It’s also worth noting that we didn’t accumulate this overnight.
We’ve been in business since 1994 and to accumulate reserves, etc., you need to run
a surplus budget year over year for a substantial period. $500 was a large fee in 1994
(an inflation calculator equates that to $740 today) and was more than we needed for
expenses…but was essential for other things. As a result, we’ve been able to run for 22
years now without a fee increase because of that higher starting point.
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What it Costs to Run a Health Regulatory College (Continued)
Reprinted with permission from the Manitoba Association of Registered Respiratory Therapists

Appendix
Organization

# of Members
(2014 Data)

Annual
Registration
Fee (General
Class)

Annual
Revenues

College of Naturopaths of Ontario (CONO)

Not yet available

1,495.00

Not yet available

College of Kinesiologists of Ontario (CKO)

Not yet available

650.00

Not yet available

College of Registered Psychotherapists of Ontario (CRPO)

Not yet available

550.00

Not yet available

College of Dental Hygienists of Ontario (CDHO)

13,426

250.00

3,516,924.00

College of Massage Therapists of Ontario (CMTO)

12,660

578.00

8,539,961.00

College of Physiotherapists of Ontario

8,135

595.00

5,325,040.00

College of Medical Laboratory Technologists of Ontario (CMLTO)

7,485

340.00

2,571,424.00

College of Medical Radiation Technologists of Ontario (CMRTO)

6,835

470.00

3,438,310.00

College of Psychologists of Ontario

6,047

795.00

3,336,865.00

College of Occupational Therapists of Ontario (COTO)

5,379

657.55

3,825,972.00

College of Chiropractors of Ontario (CCO)

4,523

1,070.00

4,689,929.00

College of Audiologists and Speech-Language Pathologists of Ontario (CASLPO)

3,783

714.00

2,296,270.00

College of Dietitians of Ontario (CDO)

3,695

590.00

2,120,058.00

College of Respiratory Therapists of Ontario (CRTO)

3,269

500.00

1,578,418.00

College of Opticians of Ontario (COO)

2,647

745.00

2,399,823.00

College of Optometrists of Ontario

2,187

945.00

2,412,784.00

College of Traditional Chinese Practitioners and Acupuncturists
of Ontario (CTCMPAO)

2,178

1,055.48

3,184,270.00

College of Midwives of Ontario (CMO)

701

1,950.00

1,923,183.00

College of Chiropodists of Ontario (COCOO)

667

1,700.00

973,473.00

College of Denturists of Ontario (CDO)

660

1,900.00

1,542,835.00

College of Dental Technologists of Ontario

564

1,495.00

897,706.00

College of Homeopaths of Ontario (CHO)

500

850.00

Not yet available

Kevin Taylor, RRT is the Registrar & CEO of the College of Respiratory Therapists of Ontario and currently sits as Vice-President
of the Federation of Health Regulatory Colleges of Ontario
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Go “all in” on learning

May 25-27, 2018 • Windsor, ON
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Join colleagues from across Canada for learning, exploring and connecting!
LABCON2018 Call for Speakers

Past Speaker Feedback:

Build your resume and gain recognition in your
field by sharing your knowledge at LABCON.

personal and so very much appreciated.”

We are now accepting proposals for sessions &
workshops at LABCON2018 in Windsor, ON.
Speakers chosen will receive an honourarium
and free full conference registration.

labcon.csmls.org

“Submitting a proposal was a breeze. CSMLS has created
an easy to use form that guides you through the process.”
“Thank you for the opportunity, I had an excellent audience
who were eager for information.”
“I truly enjoyed speaking at LABCON. It is an honour to be
able to give back to the profession.”
“The audience was interested and engaged. There was
great discussion and a real sense of community.”
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Newsletter Policy
The College of Medical Laboratory Technologists of Manitoba is responsible for
distributing current information about services or relevant information to the membership.
This is done through a newsletter which will be distributed electronically or through
the mail.

The Council is Responsible for Reviewing All Submitted Content
The College is not responsible for any opinions expressed in the newsletter and nor are
they responsible for the accuracy of the content published. The information presented in
the newsletter can not be reprinted without the written consent of the Registrar/CEO.
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